Introduction
In this paper we investigate the behavior of weak solutions of quasilinear equations of second order in an open set Q c R . The equations are of the form (1.1) -di\A(x, u, Vu) + B(x, u, Vu) = T, where T is a distribution that will be specified below. The case in which T is a measure will be of special interest to us because this situation arises in the study of variational inequalities. Indeed, let ip be an obstacle defined on a, and consider (1.2) I(v)= f F(x,v, Vv)dx, Jo. where F = F(x , n, £,) is an integrand with suitable properties. Let (1.3) <7=inf/(iz), v€K where K is the subset of the Sobolev space W^'p(0) consisting of all v that agree with a prescribed boundary function 6 on da and v(x) > ip(x) for almost all x e Q. If u is the extremal of problem (1.3), then it is well known that u satisfies an inequality of the form f OF dF (1.4) / -(x, u, Vu)-Vcp + --(x, u, Vu)tpdx>0 Jii oc, at] for all tp eWf 'p(OA) with cp(x) > ip(x) -u(x) for a.e. xefl. This is a special case of the weak inequality (1.5) / A(x, u, Vu)-Vtp + B(x, u, Vu)cpdx > 0.
Ja
In particular, (1.4) and (1.5) hold for all nonnegative cp e W0 'P(Q) and thus define a nonnegative distribution. Consequently, m is a solution of the equation
(1.6) -divA(x, u, Vu) + B(x, u, Vu) = p, where p is some nonnegative measure. It was shown in [MZ] that if A and B satisfy the structure (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) below, then the solution of the obstacle problem is continuous at a point x0 provided that the obstacle satisfies a weak regularity condition as x0 , a so-called Wiener condition reminiscent of the condition considered in [GZ] . In particular, the results of [MZ] imply that if i// is Holder continuous, then the solution u is also Holder continuous. Variational inequalities were also investigated in [RT] , and there Holder regularity was established by different techniques. In order to gain a better understanding of such variational inequalities, including questions of differentiability, we begin an investigation in this paper of equation (1.6). Investigations in problems of this type were initiated in [LS] , where the Laplace operator was considered. We assume the functions A and B are, respectively, vector-and scalarvalued Borel functions defined on a x (m, M) x R , -oo < m < M < +oo, that satisfy the following structure.
For a.e. x e a, Vzy e (m, M), V£ e RN , we have (1.7) A(x,ri,c;).Ç>u0(x)\Ç\p-vx(x), where 1 < p < N, u0 is a positive continuous function on Q, and ux e L^p+\a),With £, >0;
for c0 e L£(«), c0 > 0, and a0 e LN/{p-l)+£>(a), e2 > 0 ;
(1.9) \B(x,n,Z)\<cx(xmP+ff(x), where c, e ¿£(Q), c, > 0, and fi0 e LxNJcp+e'(a), e3 > 0. In the sequel, we will also consider the structure condition (LIO) \B(x, r¡, 01 <cx(x)\cl\p-X +f0{x), where c, e L~ (Q), c, > 0, and fi0 € L^'^a), e3 > 0.
The results of the paper are summarized as follows. In §2 we first treat equation (1.1) with T e W~x,%(a), qQ > N/(p -1), and prove weak Harnack inequalities for subsolutions and supersolutions that are analogous to those established in [T] when T = 0. In §3 we focus on equation (1.1) where T is now assumed to be a nonnegative measure p. We first show (Theorem 3.2) that if a solution of this equation is locally Holder continuous, then the measure p must satisfy the growth property p[B(x, r)] < Mr ~P+E for some e > 0 and all balls B(x, r). We then pursue the converse of this result. Under the assumption that p satisfies p[B(x, r)] < Mr ~P+E for all balls, we show that solutions u e Wxl0¿p(a) of (1.1) with structure (1.7), (1.8), (1.10) are locally bounded (Theorem 2.10) and that u e W^iQ) for some q > p (Corollary 2.13). It is also shown that u satisfies a Harnack-type inequality (Theorem 2.14) which bears some resemblance to the classical one for solutions when p = 0. Under the additional assumption that A is strongly monotonie (see Definition 3.6) Theorem 3.7 establishes that weak solutions are locally Holder continuous.
Before beginning with the analysis, we give some examples of ( 1.1 ) that have been treated in other contexts. where u is the velocity of a fluid crossing Q, p is the density fo this fluid (see [MRS1, MRS2] for details). Problem (1.11) can be written in the form of (1.1). The velocity at the boundary is given: u = g on da and satisfies 0 < 6 < g < 1 . It is proved in [MRS1] that there exists at least a solution u in 77 (Q) satisfying 6 < u(x) < 1 a.e. Here, m = 6, M = 1.
1.2. Example. and fif(x) = Mfi2(x). All problems considered in [R, RT, MRS1, MRS2, L] are covered by these assumptions.
1.3. Example. In this example, we consider an unbounded domain: Q = R .
j_dlv(^|v"rv")+^ = rW,
Preliminaries
Throughout, we will adopt the convention of using C as a constant that may change from line to line in a proof. For p > 1 , we denote by p the conjugate of p . The integral average is denoted by -j-udx = \E\ / u(x)dx.
In this section we fix a bounded open set Q, relatively compact in Í2. Choose numbers q and qx such that .,,, N ( 2Np' \ 2.
-r <q <q,\--? < q, .
In this section we also consider a distribution T in (1.1) such that (2.2) Tew~l'q,(ax).
By the assumptions on vx , aQ , fiQ we have
Let e0 = ±. Since eQT + f0e W~Uq(ax), there exists / e Lq(ax ; RN) such that EfT + fif = divfi. We set Vf = minf0(x), c0 = essn supc0(x), c, = essn supc,(x) + 1. "i
We consider x0 e Q, , and for all r > 0 such that B(x0, 4r) is contained in Q, , we define By an application of Holder's inequality, observe that there exists a constant c3 such that for all x0ea, and all r > 0 with B(x0, 4r) c ax we have
We now proceed to obtain weak Harnack inequalities for (1.1) with T as in (2.2) analogous to those obtained in [T] where T = 0. Our techniques are similar to those in [T] , and therefore we will provide only those parts of the proofs that will be necessary for the development of the remainder of this paper.
2.1. Theorem. Let u e W]o¿p(a) be a nonnegtive, locally bounded subsolution o/(l.l) with structure (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) and Te W~cl'q°(a), q0>N/(p-l). Then, for all x0 e a and r > 0 such that B(x0, 4r) c Í2, C Í2, and for all Pf > p -1, we have sup u < C(r~N/p°\\u\\LP0{B{ 2r)) + p(r)). B{x0 , r) The constant C depends only on the structure, the bound on u, and the fixed set ax.
2.2. Theorem. Let ueWXo^p(a.) be a nonnegative, locally bounded supersolution of (I.I) with structure (1.7), (1.8), (1.9). Then, for all x0 e a and r>0 such that B(x0, 4r) c Q, c a, and all p0 such that 0 < pQ < N(p-l)/(N-p)
The constant C depends only on the structure, the bound on u, and the fixed set ax
The proofs of these theorems require the following familiar test functions.
Let px > 0, p2 > 0 be arbitrary. For ß e R, and t > 0, define
Then o is a solution of (2.6) (signß)pxo' -p2o = \ß\tß'X exp (^(signß)t^ .
So for all number b > 0, we can find two numbers cb > 0, c'b > 0 depending only on b, px, and p2 such that 0 < o(t) < c/ For x0 e ax let r\ e Cxf(0) be such that 0 < zz < 1 and spt z/ c B(x0, 4r) c Q, . Let 0 < X < 1 (where X tends to zero at the end of the proof). Define
The following energy inequality is fundamental to the development. Since u is locally bounded, we can find C > 0 such that
With this choice of tp employed in (1.1) with its structure, we obtain
The last two terms of (2.9) can be written as J rf o(u)fif dx + (T, tp) = (ff + (signß)T, nPo(U)).
Using relation (2.3) we can find feLq(af such that if f0 + (sign ß)T = div f, where / does not depend on ß . Using (2.8) we obtain \ß\ i \Vu\pr\püß-x dx<Cf j \Vu\p-xt1p-x\Vrl\uß dx + cn / riP~X\^n\afx)üßdx + cX2(l + \ß\) j' vxrfuß-X dx + cX3 j' rf~\Vri\füß dx + cXA\ß\ j fi\Vu\npuß-X dx + cXijf\Vu\nPUß~X dx Each term of the right side can be analyzed in a manner similar to [T] to obtain the conclusion of the lemma. G
With the basic energy inequality of Lemma 2.3, it is possible to obtain Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 as in [T] , whose argument depends critically on the Sobolev inequality and the John-Nirenberg inequality [JM] .
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yield the Harnack inequality (2.10) sup u < C inf u + p(r) \\B(xQ,r) whenever B(x0, r) c Q, c Q. As Í2, is arbitrary, we obtain as a consequence 2.4. Theorem. Let ue WXçKp(a) be a nonnegative, locally bounded solution of (1.1) with structure (1.7), (1.8), (1.9). Then u is locally Holder continuous in a.
2.5. Remark. If u e rV¿'p(a) is a solution of (1.1) with structure (1.7), (1.8), and (1.10), then the methods above can be modified so that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold without the assumption that u is bounded. With this structure, subsolutions and supersolutions are bounded above and below, respectively.
The equation with T as a measure
In this section we consider equation (1.1) with T assumed to be a nonnegative Radon measure p and seek conditions on p that will ensure that the weak solution is locally Holder continuous. This question was considered in [LS] in the case of the Laplacian, and it was found that if p[B(x, r)] < CrN~2+e for all balls B(x, r), then the solution is locally Holder continuous. We will prove that an analogous condition is necessary for equation (1.1) and also sufficient provided that A satisfies a strong monotonicity condition. For this purpose, the following gradient estimate is crucial. This estimate was first used in [GZ] for investigating boundary regularity.
3.1. Theorem. Let p be a nonnegative Radon measure on a, and let u e lVXo¿p(a), l < p < N, be a nonnegative, bounded solution of -div A(x, u, Vu) + B(x, u, Vu) = p with structure (1.7), (1.8), (1.9). Then
where X(r) = infß(x . u and C depends on the structure and the bound for u.
Proof. Since p is a nonnegative measure, u is therefore a weak supersolution of the equation
First, consider an arbitrary weak supersolution v of (3.2). It follows from the energy estimate in Lemma 2.3 and the techniques of [GZ] that [ iv Proof. With B(x, r) as in the statement of the theorem, let tp be a smooth function that is 1 on B(x, r) and with support contained in B(x, 2r). Then appealing to the structure (1.8), (1.9), and the previous theorem, we obtain (3.6) p[B(x, r)]< J tp dp Now using the assumption that u is locally Holder continuous and that p(r) is bounded by a positive power of r, the conclusion follows. D
We now proceed to determine conditions under which the converse of the preceding theorem holds. We first prove that solutions of -div A(x, u, Vu) + B(x, u, Vu) = p are locally bounded. For this, we require the following result of Adams [A] .
3.3. Theorem. Let p be a nonnegative Radon measure supported in Q such that for all x e R" and 0 < r < oo, there is a constant M with the property If the test function tp = Çp(u -kj+x)+ is employed, by an analysis similar to that used to establish Lemma 2.3, we obtain the fundamental energy estimate:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If q is defined by N -p + e = (q/p)(N -p), then the previous result of Adams implies that cp e Lq(dp). Note that q/p > 1. Now Hence, if ß is chosen so that 0 < ß < 1 -(p/q), it follows from (3.7) that k~p f \(u-ki+x)+\pdp Jb.,
If k is chosen so that kp > Xr*Nß and k > IImII . " , it therefore follows that ,l+a (3-8) k~PjB+¡ \iu-kl+x)+\pdp < c(i_c^)VPy,'
for some a > 0. Now, repeating the previous analysis with the term / \iu-ki+x)+\"dp J B.^, replaced by / \iu-ki+x)+fdx, under the assumption that q < Np/ (N-p) , we obtain the following inequality: / \(u-ki+x)+\pdx < {l ^2J)Pr*P lfB\iu-kff dx + Jb(u-k,)+\p dp
From (3.8) and (3.9), we have
where b = 2P > 1 and kf > Xr* ß and k > \\u\\". B . The recursion lemma of --M "P,B0 [LU, p. 66] implies that Y¡ -► 0 provided
which suffices to reach the desired conclusion. D 3.5. Remark. By applying the interpolation technique of [DT] , it is easy to see that the above result remains valid with p replaced by q for any q > 0. We now are able to establish regularity with operators A of the following type.
3.6. Definition. We say that the operator A(x, r\, <*) is strongly monotonie in a provided (A(x,n [L, pp. 182-183] and because u is bounded on the closure of B(x0, r), we may appeal to [SE, Theorem 3] to conclude that v is bounded on B(x0, r). Using the strong monotonicity of A and the fact that u-v is a test function, we obtain
[ As for the second term in (3.12), the local boundedness of (u -v) implies
where s depends on q > N/p . Thus, we conclude from (3.12) that there are constants C and C' depending only on the given data such that (3.13) / \V(u-v)\pdx<c/ [ \Vu\pdx + C'rN~p+s for every 0 < p < r. We now are able to invoke the technique in [G, p. 170 for all 0 < p < r. As in [G] we conclude that u is locally Holder continuous in B(x0, r). This conclusion is based on (3.16) which is know to hold at all points x0 e ax by Theorem 3.1. D
Another result for equations of divergence form was first proved in [ME] which states that a solution u e IV ,p(a) has the property that u e IV ?(Q) for some q > p. A similar result is valid for the type of equations we are considering.. where h = (apG + \g\p )x/p , divg = T + f0.
Proof. For fixed x such that B(x, r) c a, let ü(r) = 4 u(y)dy Jß{x,r) and define a test function by tp = rf (u -U(r)), where r\ is a smooth cutoff function such that r\ = 1 on B(x, r/2) and spt r\ c B(x, r). With tp employed as a test function in (1.1), we obtain Í riP\Vu\pdx
Vu\p X\Vu\tf X(u-U(r))dx + Ía0\Vri\np x(u-u(r))dx + Ícx\Vu\" xnp(u -U(r))dx\
where g e Lp +£(Q ; R ), div g = T+f0 , and C depends only on the structure. The last term can be replaced by 
